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KIT CARSON: TRAIL BLAZER AND SCOUT
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The story of Kit Carson's life is a long and astonishing series of adventures. From that fateful day when Kit, only sixteen, and small for his age, ran away from the saddler's shop and joined up with a caravan heading West, his life was packed with danger and daring.

It took strong men to stand the hardships of the long trek across the trackless desert to Sante Fe, and Kit was only a boy. He was little, but he was determined to show them all that he could take his share.

The rugged life as a trapper in the Rocky Mountains, living in the open in constant danger from Indians and animals, taught Kit Carson many valuable things. Then, when the time came that the Government needed his help as guide and scout in pushing the frontiers of America to the Pacific Ocean, he was ready and able.

He knew the trail as few men did. He had the gift of leading men. He had unlimited courage. And his ability to handle Indians whether in a fight or in a parley was almost miraculous. No wonder his fame spread all through the United States. Tales of his courage and his exploits were told everywhere and he became a hero for boys to read about and men to admire.

This is a new book. Ask your librarian for it.
Symbol of the Batman’s victories over crime is his vast Hall of Trophies! Here, in a secret chamber, are housed for all time hundreds of odd souvenirs of the Batman’s never-ceasing war against villainy.

And perhaps the strangest exhibit in the Batman’s awesome collection of trophies is a steel bullet-proof vest... a vest of armor that affected the lives of three brothers who flouted the law...

Now, for the first time, is revealed the amazing case history of Trophy No. 41... in the startling story of "Brothers in Crime!"

A gloved hand reaches gingerly for the combination lock of a six-inch-thick steel door!

The twirl of a dial... a click of tumblers... and the impregnable door swings open...
Golly, Batman, we sure are filling up this room fast!

Yes... another few cases and we'll have to add a new wing to the place!

Remember this decoy duck, Robin!

Yes, the Joker used it to aid his escape from the State Penitentiary! A clever stunt!

This is one umbrella the Penguin won't be using again! Tricky little gadget, eh?

I'm glad I'm not on the receiving end of this gas!

I'll never forget that portrait of myself! It was painted by Vangild!

Yes... and every person he painted was murdered! Those bullet holes meant you were to be killed by a gun, but you escaped.

There were three of them... supposed to protect the lives of three men, all brothers, from death by gun! But fate intervened!

The crime-smasher opens still another glass case and...

Low bridge, Batman!

Whew! I forgot that this thing still works!

Finally... the two companions come to the last exhibit in the Great Hall of Trophies...

You know, Robin, of all the objects in our collection of trophies, this bulletproof vest is the strangest...

Last used by Bob Reiley June 1949 Trophy No. 41

Remember the case; Robin lets turn back the years...
YOU'RE A FREE MAN NOW, RAFFERTY! YOU'VE PAID YOUR DEBT TO SOCIETY. BUT HOW LONG YOU STAY FREE IS UP TO YOU... AND YOUR TWO OLDER BROTHERS!

I'M GLAD TO HEAR YOU SAY THAT, RAFFERTY! HERE'S TEN DOLLARS AND A RAILROAD TICKET TO THE CITY. GOOD LUCK!

THANKS,WARDEN... YOU WON'T BE SEEING ME AGAIN!

THE GRIM PRISON GATES CLANG SHUT BEHIND YOUNG RAFFERTY...

OH... THIS FRESH AIR SMELLS GOOD! IT'S BEEN A LONG TIME SINCE I SAW THE SUNLIGHT FROM OUTSIDE THE YARD.

SUDDENLY... STEVE... MIKE! WHAT ARE YOU TWO DOING HERE?

HOP IN KID! WE'RE YOUR BROTHERS, AIN'T WE?

IT'S NO GO, MIKE! I'M GOING STRAIGHT! I LEARNED A TRADE IN PRISON AND I'M GOING TO STICK TO IT. NO MORE RAPS FOR ME!

DON'T BE A SAP, KID! WE'RE CUTTING YOU IN ON ALL THE JOBS WE PULL! HERES A ROLL FOR A START!

IT'S NO USE, MIKE... COUNT ME OUT!

OKAY, PETE! HEY, BUDDY... MUST BE GOING ON A LONG TRIP, EH?

SURE

WE'VE MISSED YOU, FELLA!

RIGHT... AND YOU'RE GOING ON A LONGER TRIP!

AAGH!

STEP ON THE GAS, STEVE! I TOOK HIS DUESH!... AND I'LL FINISH THE OTHER GUY!

THE RAFFERTY BROTHERS... THEY'VE KILLED PUGAN! OWW!
Wounded mortally. The station attendant drags his way to the telephone...

Rafferty brothers! Three of them! Head up station! Shot my buddy... and...

I'm getting out of here! I didn't do anything!

Come back here, you fool! You're in this now up to your neck!

Think the cops will believe you? Don't be a sap! You're wanted, kid... just like me!

Yeah... and you might as well hang for a wolf as for a sheep!

A bullet-proof vest! Ya can laugh at the coppers! They can't hurt ya!

Sure! See? We both wear one! You'll be safe as a bug in a rug! Ha, ha, ha!

That's the spirit, kid! And now we'll make ya one of us! We got something for you!

The Rafferty brothers! Boy, what a combination! We'll get a gang together and paint the town red!
Paint the town red! Those words become grim reality as the Rafferty gang blazes crimson death!

And at their hideout...

What'd I tell you, kid? You're on baby street!

And those bulletproof vests are just what the doctor ordered!

But... but why do you have to kill?

Quit worrying! We're getting places, ain't we? And tonight we got our two biggest jobs! Nobody can stop us... not even the Batman!

But Mike Rafferty has spoken too soon. For that night, as two cloaked figures flit through the moonlit streets...

Look, Robin! The Rafferty gang!

It's about time somebody stopped them!

Twin Avengers of the Law, the Batman and the Boy Wonder rocket into action!

Quick! Puff 'em!

Keep your bar to the ground, Chum!

Dust to dust... and junk to junk!
WHIRLING BULLETS RUSH DANGEROUSLY CLOSE... AS THE DRONE OF A NEARBY ELECTROMAGNETIC CRANE SINGS ON, OBLIVIOUS!

WHEW! THEY SURE DON'T LIKE US!

LOOKS AS THOUGH WE NEED SOME AMMUNITION OF OUR OWN, ROBIN!

BLAST'EM! DON'T LET THEM GET AWAY!

COMING ON, PAL! LET'S TAKE 'EM NOW!

YIPPEE!

HA-HA-HA!

OUCH!

THIS GUY'S CHEST MUST BE MADE OF IRON!

CLANK!

AND AGAIN THE ELECTROMAGNETIC CRANE SWINGS OUT FOR ANOTHER LOAD OF SCRAP IRON!

YOU'RE WIDE OPEN FOR A LEFT, FELLAH!

YOU LEFT YOURSELF WIDE OPEN, BATMAN!
A perilous moment... and just as Steve Rafferty is about to squeeze the trigger... the crane dips down and...

He’s magnetized! The electro-magnetic crane won’t let go of his metal vest. He’ll be dropped to his death if that operator cuts off the current! I’ve got to save him, even if he’s a killer!

But a treacherous blow from behind fells the gallant dark knight!

Got you!

The crane swings out...

Hey, look at Steve!

And releases its load in the freight car and thus, ironically, the gang leader’s own henchman dooms him!

“Safe as a bug in a rug!” vain boast... for Steve Rafferty’s bulletproof vest has brought him death!

Meanwhile, Robin springs to the rescue of his dazed companion...

Your aim in life is too low, Rat!

Suddenly, the shrill blast of a whistle...

The cops! Let’s get out of here!
So they got away! Well, we broke up their plans, anyhow!

And one of them won't do any more planning, either, Steve Rafferty!

Later...

The police found this clipping of the yacht club affair in Steve Rafferty's pocket! Say... that's tonight!

What are we waiting for? Let's go!

Miles away, at the exclusive yacht club, famous socialites admire the display of victory trophies!

Aren't they gorgeous? And almost priceless, my dear! Some of them are solid gold and others are diamond studded!

Suddenly

Stick 'em up, gents!

You can't do that—those trophies can't be duplicated!

But before the gun-mad mobster can shoot...

What's the matter, Pete? Why'n ya let me feed him slugs?

Aw, I put him outa the way, didn't I?

Everything's set, Mike! The boys are all ready!

Good! The Batman's probably picked up the bait from searching Steve's clothes... we'll be waiting for him!
At that moment, the streamlined Batmobile nears the yacht club at a mile-a-minute clip...

Who said you should never cross a bridge before coming to it?

I dunno... but we're doing it!

Accelerating to full speed, the super-charged car shoots forward across empty space...

Yeow! Back to the club house! We'll fix 'em!

...and makes a four-wheel landing!

They're pulling up the drawbridge!

We can't stop! We'll have to go ahead! Hold tight!

Last stop!

All out for action!

As the powerhouse pair leaps toward the club veranda, a huge wire mesh net swoops down from above.

Ha! They walked right into it!

Look at 'em—the Batman and Robin! Some catch!

Hurry up! We'll take 'em for a new kind of ride!

They'll be dead fish in no time!

Well, I guess I'll meet the gang at the hideout. No one could save Batman and Robin now. Not even me!

Nothing in my utility belt is sharp enough to cut this wire. Except... maybe...

There's no way of escape! We'll drown!

What is the Batman thinking off, burn a whole while under water? Is it possible?

The drowning Batman clutches at a last straw!
With a tiny oxy-acetylene torch, the Batman shoots a stream of terrific heat against thewire net!

Lucky I remember that undersea divers use these in salvaging wrecked ships!

Gee!

Moments later...

Whew! Fresh air! Boy, that torch burned right through water!

Silently, the dynamic duo inches along toward the rear of the boat...

The loose wheel of the boat spins free and...

Look out! We're going over!

And explodes into action!

Ugh... That's the second ducking today!

Help... Club... Help!

What's that somebody is drowning!

Batman is right! Alone in the dark, Mike Rafferty

My vest... Club... It's weighing me down...

Help... Ash!

Hey, Mike's drowned!

His vest may have been bullet-proof, but it wasn't water-proof. If he hadn't been wearing it, he might have saved himself.

And a second brother meets doom because of a bullet-proof vest.
This is your unlucky night, chumps!

The other boat with Pete went free, though! We've got more fishing to do, yet!

The next day, in the gang hideout...

My brothers are dead! I'm thru with this racket! I never killed broke, but I will if anybody tries to stop me!

Running out on us, huh? Okay, rat! We'll get you!

But the weeks pass by, uneventful, and in the Wayne home...

Well, Bruce, the Rafferty gang seems to be broken up!

Wow... I wonder what became of Pete? Too bad... the warden thought he was going straight!

Then, one cloudy day, at an amusement park on the outskirts of the city!

No! Never mind!

Guess your weight, folks! Right this way... here, I can reckon yours to a pound, mister!

Aha! Come on! Be a sport!

Okay, okay!

The weight-guesser receives an amazing shock...

Huh! I'm twenty pounds off! I said 175! I must be slipping! Say...

You must be wearing... Hey, what's that? Something hard, like iron! I thought so!

Gotta get out of here. Somebody will recognize me!

I thought that was Pete behind them blinkers... He's wearing his iron vest!

Let's get him!

Look, Dick... Pete Rafferty!
THE DYNAMIC DUO RACES BEHIND A NEARBY TENT...

BATMAN AND ROBIN!

HERE'S WHERE WE START TRAVELING IN SPIDER CIRCLES!

THE MUSIC GOES ROUND AND ROUND, AND YOU GO OUT HERE!

THIS IS BETTER THAN THE BRASS RING!

PETE QUIT THE GANG, AND NOW THEY'RE OUT TO GET HIM, BUT I WANT HIM FIRST!

ABRUPTLY, THE OMINOUS CLOUDS OVERHEAD MASS. AND A THUNDER-STORM BURSTS LOOSE WITH THE FURY OF THE HEAVENS

THE STORM TORE THOSE WIRE DOWN! ITS DARK IN THAT HOME... MAYBE I CAN GET SHELTER THERE!

INSIDE, THE DIM LIGHT OF A WAVERING CANDLE ILLUMINATES A STRANGE SCENE.

SHEP'S SOME HO' COFFEE, MISTE T. YOU MUST BE COLD.

GEE, THANKS, MAMA!

WHY DID THE LIGHTS GO OUT? THE DOCTOR SAYS CANDLE LIGHT IS DANGEROUS. HE NEEDS STEADY ELECTRIC LIGHT TO PERFORM THE OPERATION!

GOSH! I WISH I COULD HELP! THESE PEOPLE HAVE BEEN SWELL TO ME. RIGHT IN THE MIDST OF THEIR OWN TROUBLES, SAY. I CAN DO SOMETHING!
Moments later, Pete slips outside into the lashing rain, removes his bulletproof vest... Suddenly... a gun barks...

The wires... they're too far apart for me to connect them... but if I can touch both ends to my metal vest, it will complete the circuit!

Oohhhhh

So you thought you could run out on the mob, eh? Well, I told you I'd get you!

A second later, a mantled form lunges at the assassin...

Dirty coward, I ought to break every bone in your body!

Got to keep on... those wires... Doc needs light...

Later, inside the house...

I guess it wasn't in the cards... for me to go straight... so long, Batman!... ugh...

The operation was a success, thanks to that poor fellow!

... but I'll settle for all your teeth!

Nice going, kid... I'll get you inside now...

I guess I made it... Batman! The lights are on... but its lights out for me!

And now we return to the Hall of Trophies in 1942.

And so, Robin, by taking off his bulletproof vest for the very first time, Pete saved the boys life... but he lost his own!

Yes, Batman. Trophy No. 41, a life-saving bulletproof vest that killed the three Rafferty brothers!

The End
DON & NANCY... COME TO THE RESCUE OF THE SUNDAY SCHOOL PICNIC... AND THEY ALL HAVE A WONDERFUL TIME!

CHILDREN, I'M PROUD OF YOU FOR DONATING SO GENEROUSLY TO THE RED CROSS, EVEN THOUGH IT MEANS GIVING UP OUR CLASS PICNIC.

BUT, MISS WHITE, THERE IS A DOLLAR LEFT IN OUR TREASURY. CAN'T WE STILL HAVE OUR PICNIC?

I DON'T SEE HOW, NANCY.

REFRESHMENTS ON ONLY A DOLLAR? WHY THERE ARE THIRTY OF US IN THIS CLASS... THAT'S ONLY ABOUT THREE CENTS FOR EACH OF US!

WE KNOW HOW! LET US PLAN THE PICNIC AND WE'LL SURPRISE YOU!

AT LAST CAME THE DAY OF THE SUNDAY SCHOOL PICNIC...

MM-M-MM-FROZEN SUGERIES! MINES ORANGE FLAVORED, WHAT'S YOURS?

GANGWAY, FELLOWS, ICE COLD DRINKS COMING UP! WHAT FLAVOR DO YOU WANT?

ROOT BEER FLAVOR? SAY, THIS IS THE BEST I EVER HAD.

WHAT FUN! ICE COLD DRINKS, FROZEN SUGERS, AND ICE CREAM SHERBET!

HURRAH FOR DON AND NANCY! CAN I HAVE SOME MORE? IT SURE TASTES GOOD!

IT'S A WONDERFUL PICNIC! DON AND NANCY, HOW DID YOU DO SO MUCH FOR SO LITTLE MONEY?

OH, IT WAS EASY. MOTHER HELPED US A LITTLE, AND KOOL-AID HELPS US A LOT. MOTHER ALWAYS SAVES MONEY BY USING KOOL-AID.

I'LL SAY! A NICKEL PACKAGE IS ENOUGH TO MAKE TEN BIG DRINKS OR TWENTY FROZEN SUGERS OR EIGHT BIG DISHES OF SHERBET!

KOOL-AID Costs So Little You Can Have It Often!

TELL your mother about KOOL-AID, how ex- tra good it is in so many different ways. Once she discovers how swell it tastes and how little it costs, you'll be having KOOL-AID drinks and often. Recipes on package tell how to make frozen sugar and ice cream sherbet, too. Ask mother to buy some KOOL-AID today! Try all seven flavors!

Boys! Girls! Try KOOL-AID BUBBLE GUM

HAVE YOU tried KOOL-AID Bubble Gum? It comes in five different flavors, every one extra tasty and chewy. And for blowing bubbles, KOOL-AID Bubble Gum just can't be beat! You get a great big piece for only a penny—and the flavor lasts a long, long time. Remember that, and get more fun for your money. Always ask for KOOL-AID Bubble Gum. PERKINS PRODUCTS CO. • CHICAGO

KOOL-AID AT YOUR GROCER

Family Size PACKAGE

7 DELICIOUS FLAVORS

1c EACH
GOSH! THERE'S THE DOG CATCHER!

PEEWEE NIMMO IS BEING KEPT IN AFTER SCHOOL! HE DON'T KNOW ABOUT THIS! WHERE'S HIS DOG?

THERE HE IS NOW! HUH—AH! HY—AH! SPORT!!

...BUT HURRY! THE WAGON IS COMING DOWN THIS WAY!!

GOTCHA!

IT'S HIS ONLY CHANCE!
DON'T FORGET THAT BATMAN AND ROBIN BATTLE THEIR WAY THROUGH SMASHING EXPLOITS IN EVERY MONTH'S ISSUE OF DETECTIVE COMICS!

--AND THAT SENSATIONAL NEW WAR-ACTION STRIP, THE BOY COMMANDOS, APPEARS EVERY MONTH IN DETECTIVE COMICS, TOO! BETTER NOT MISS IT!!
WHO LAUGHS AT THE LOCKSMITHS OF THE LAW?
WHO WEARS THE WHITE DEAD MASK OF ANCIENT COMEDY ADJUSTED TO THE BODY OF A LIVING MAN?
YES, YOU GUESSED IT!
IT IS THE JOKER...THE CRIME CLOWN...THE HARLEQUIN OF HATE!!
NOW THAT GRIMMBEST OF JESTERS RETURNS... AND LaUGHS AGAIN AS HIS ETERNALLY GRINNING LIPS MOUTH WORDS... WORDS OF SLANG... HARMLESS INNOCENT WORDS WHICH HIS WARPED MIND TWISTS INTO THE LANGUAGE OF CRIME! YES...
THE JOKER'S ACTIONS SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES WHEN HE BECOMES...
"THE WIZARD OF WORDS!"

In a gloomy room, a man sits and laughs! But this is not ordinary laughter... and this is not ordinary man...

...for, this is melancholy, jeering laughter... and this man is that dealer of drollery and doom... the Joker!
Now the Joker relaxes after his last crime escapade...

A very good joke, Slapsy! Ha! Ha! Do you know any more?

Wait'll you hear this one, Boss. It'll kill ya!

It'll kill me? I'd rather live, thank you! Ha! Ha! Slapsy, were I to take that remark literally, it would mean a threat on my life!

Aw, Boss, I didn't mean nothin'!

I know that, yet most people use slang expressions daily, which, if carried out word for word, would cause them to commit crimes! I'll mow you down and others! Get the idea?

Hmm! And that gives me a tremendous idea... an idea that only the Joker could think of! Ha! Ha!

Snap!

Slapsy, go out and get me some baking dough, a picture frame, some firecrackers and some barrels of red paint!

What is the Joker's plan? How can these unrelated objects fit together to form a crime pattern?

Next day, a prominent banker receives a strange message...

I hear you like money! Perhaps you will be pleased when I crown you with dough. (laughs)

The Joker wants to give me a lot of money?

Later that day, as the banker passes beneath a window...

Didn't I say, I would "cover you with dough"! Ha! Ha! This is not money... but real baking dough! Ha! Ha!

That same day, the district attorney also gets a letter!

Mr. D.A.: I don't like you! I'm going to commit a crime and frame you for it! (laughs)

The Joker!

He can't get away with that! He can't frame me!
But the D.A. is wrong... all the way! For, the next day...

The Joker framed me... but not in the way I expected!

Wh... What's happened?

Then, the mayor receives a message!

You'll see you look in your office when I start with you, the Joker.

Oh... fireworks! That means he's going to make some sort of trouble for me!

Fireworks! The Joker actually did make fireworks in my office!

The Plague of Mad Franks makes headline news, and the public wonders... as do Bruce Wayne and Dick Grayson.

Fireworks! Picture frames! The Joker's gone crazy at last!

Golly, Bruce, it certainly looks like it!

Don't kid yourself! Any time that baby starts clowning... he ends up with a crime!

The next day... Commissioner Gordon gets a note.

Is Bruce right? Is there a calculating thread of evil winding through this pattern of mad mirth? Let's see...

So... he expects to have a rip-roaring time making whoopee, eh? I'll have the boys patrol the night club!

Some time later, a policeman stares in wide-eyed astonishment...

Wha... what's going on around here? Nothin' much! I'm just paintin' the sidewalk red! HA!

And so it goes, as at various spots in the city fugitive hoodlums leave behind a wake of red paint...

Hey, you! Come back here!

Haw! Haw!

While high in the sky, the Joker releases a flood of scarlet over the rooftops...

Ha... ha! I warned them I would paint the town red... and I am! Ha... ha!
Late that night... A startling change occurs in the Wayne Home...

What's up? Why the sudden interest in tonight's papers?

I'm checking up on a list of places that were painted red by the Joker's mob!

You think the Joker pulled these stunts as a cover-up for something crooked?

Bull's-eye, Robin! Now... let's see... grocery store window... museum wall... bank rooftop... say! That's the only bank mentioned! That's it! Then! It must be!

By elevator, the duo descends to the Batman's secret underground hangars...

Old disguised barn. Got any idea what the Joker's up to?

No, Robin...

Reinforced concrete...

But I've had too many tussles with that guy to stop him from playing my hunch.

At that instant... crime strikes on the bank rooftop!

My scheme worked! All these seemingly insane pranks... to cover up a crime coup! Ha! Ha!

Hey! I can see the inside of the bank! You kicked a hole right through the roof!

Precisely! That red paint I sprayed here was mixed with an acid so powerful, so corrosive, it weakened the roof in a few hours! Ha! I'm really brilliant!

The disguised barn's automatic door swings open... and the Bat-plane roars skyward!
Inside, the looters strike swiftly!

Wha...? Ugh!

Curious fellow, aren't you? Ha! Ha!

Suddenly, two caped figures interrupt the evil proceedings!

Well, well! Certainly looks like I called my shot this time, Eh, Robin?

You must've been peering into a crystal ball! My-my, look at all the nasty men! Tsk-tsk!

Just dropped in to make a deposit... right on your chin!

Batman and Robin!

Ugh!

Moving with the lithe grace of panthers, the crime-busters tear into the bandits!

Looking for money? How about some hard cash?

Duck, Robin!

All right, kid... here's where you get yours!

Oh-oh! Got to do something... but quickly!

Oof!

Low bridge!
The Joker has recovered!

You didn't really think you could get rid of me so easily, did you? Ha! Ha!

Wha...? Ooohhh!

Suddenly, the spine-chilling wail of a police siren!

Huh? The police! The vault alarm must've come off!

We better scram, but first, I'm gonna fill the Batman fulla lead!

Holy smoke! Batman, what happened here?

Holy moly! We just had another run-in with our old pal, the Joker!

Looks like he got away from you this time!

Yes, but next time, I'm taking the Joker for a one-way ride to jail!
That night. . . in the Joker’s secret sanctum...

**Boss, we didn’t get nothin’ on that job and all because of the Batman! You shoulda let me plug ‘im!**

No! Anyone can kill with a gun! But I’m not anyone! I’m the Joker!

When I kill it must be with some imagination. But you are right! I must get the Batman before he gets me!

Leave me! I want to think! I want to plan a fatal trap for the Batman... Ha! Ha!

The following night... a news flash...

Flash! Commissioner Gordon just received a call from the Joker who vowed to “make hot news by setting the world on fire!”

To “set the world on fire” means to get the world in flames. He will make hot news!

“Hot news!”... The Gotham World! The newspaper! It just moved from an old building to a modernistic fire-proof skyscraper!

There! That’s the world he’s going to set on fire! Let’s get going!

Minutes later... the duo halts before a ramshackle old factory that looks ominously against the gloomy waterfront.

There’s where they once printed that paper! But which place do you think the Joker means... this or the new building?

I don’t know. Tell you what. We’ll split up! You take the new building, I’ll investigate the old fire-trap!

Later... a weird, batlike shape flits warily over dust-covered floors!
Then, without warning... sudden ambush!

"Come into my trap," said the Joker to the Batman! "Ha! Ha! A new appropriate variation on an old saying!"

Before the Batman can comprehend, he is straddled across a huge gyroscope!

A gyroscope top for a top man! I promised you a spin... and you're going to get it! Ha! Ha! Ha!

Faster... faster... at a thousand revolutions per second... faster... with the terrible centrifugal force hurling pulse-pounding blood in his head and feet!

In a few moments your blood will hit your brain with such pressure that you will go mad! Ha! Ha! Ha!

Suddenly, the Joker's hand closes the switch! The giant top falters in its spin!

Has the harlequin of hate saved the Batman from a horrible end? Don't forget... he is... the Joker!

No, Batman... I've a better idea. I'm going to let you walk the road to success! Ha! Ha!

No, Batman... I don't like that sort of living death for you! It's too... too... ah... indignant!

Oh-h-h! It isn't bad enough when I see one Joker... now I see four of him! My head... going round... dizzy!
"The path to success!"
A slim plank hovering over sudden death!

The dazed Batman is prodded out onto the plank without fully realizing his desperate plight...

Cross that plank successfully and you are free! Failure means death! Either the burning oil on one side, or the upright spikes on the other! Ha! Ha!

But onto the plank steps the Batman...

I see three planks now! Which is the real one? Got to pick the right one! But I can't tell... I can't tell!

But the crafty Joker knows how the plank and chasm must appear to the Batman after his terrible ordeal.

Everything's going around spinning... can't see straight!

Ha! Ha!

OwO!

As the Joker moves to prod the Batman to certain death... suddenly... a hum... and something smacks his hand!

Then catal-pulting forward, twirling his sling-shot is a modern young David to defy a Goliath of crime... Robin!

Now this is what I call arriving in the nick of time!

Yippee! Outa my way! I'm riding high!
The boy wonder lives up to his name, and sticks with devastating force.

NOW IT'S YOUR TURN TO FEEL DIZZY!

HA! HA! NOW IS MY CHANCE... HA! HA!

While that boy fights, I'll finish the Batman once and for all!

The board tips and spills the Batman! Down he drops... toward waiting doom...

HA! HA! TRY TO BEAT THIS BATMAN!

But something does beat it... a flashing shape that matches the Batman's death plunge!

Strong, sturdy legs snare the Batman in mid-air... clamp tightly about him...

...and carry him to safety onto the opposite catwalk!

Thanks, pal! I'll do the same for you some time!

Don't mention it...

Retreat, you fool! Once the Batman regains his balance, he'll be after us with vengeance in his eyes!

...and in each fist! I don't wanna be around when that happens!
The next day... an assay office in the financial district...

The papers have the story of our client discovering gold! I'm worried... someone may attempt to steal the samples he's bringing me!

Don't worry! Nobody knows what he looks like... and he'll be carrying the gold in a plain satchel!

Hmm! I'd have a hard job picking the right satchel out of all those on a train! Hmm! Unless... yes... I've another of my usually brilliant ideas!

The next day... a message from the crime-clown!

I think I'll be able to find the right satchel! After all, money talks!

(laugh) The Joker! I'll have to notify the Batman!

As a train stops outside Gotham City, a man boards it and holding up a strange apparatus, strolls through the cars!

Suddenly, the instrument emits a shrill whistle!

Makeup is quickly removed... and the stroller is revealed... the grim jester!

Fools! As soon as this instrument passed the gold in that satchel, it caused a chemical frequency and signaled a loud whistle! Money does talk, after all, eh?

Hah! Clever of me to have attached this hand car, now the perfect getaway! Ha! Ha!

Before the passengers can recover their wits, the Joker races to the rear car... where...
But, racing in the wake of the train... the Batmobile.

If you can follow a train, I guess I can, too! You're trapped this time, Joker!

The wily Joker swiftly switches onto another track... but the Batman is not to be denied!

A good trick, Joker... but it won't work!

Then, a terrible spine-chilling wail... a train whistle!

A roaring monster of steel thunders down on the hand car and its human freight...

Master crime-fighter and master criminal lock grips in swaying battle on a runaway hand car!

The immediate danger averted, the grueling, exciting manhunt continues unabated!

You! Did you have to live through that, too?

As the Joker races past an army camp, he spies a chance for escape. A blow fells a guarding watchman...

You! Did you have to live through that, too?

As long as you're alive, Pally, I'll be around!

A shattering crash... and a twin leap for life!

... and the anchor cables of a barrage balloon break loose from their moorings!
Even as the huge bag rises, the Batman leaps for a trailing cable...

Still with you, funny man!

...and in another instant is climbing hand over hand up its slippery length!

Come to Poppa!

Missed... and you're not going to get another chance!

Oh-h-h-h! Okay, Joker... this is it!

Unexpected, the Batman tears himself free, winds his strong fingers into an iron fist and swings hard!

No one could live after that fall! Hah! This is one time the Joker went into a crime that was over his head!

Down like a stone drops the Joker's twisting body... down to the raging river below!

Sometime after, the runaway balloons arsody ends as its cables tangle in a tree-top and that night...

Yes... in fact, right now he's drowning his sorrow and we can take that... word for word...

But... is the Joker dead at last? Or is this jesting crime genius alive... alive and laughing... laughing in unholy glee as his distorted brain spawns new villainies? Only time can tell...
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I'LL NEVER FORGET THE BATTLE O' ROMME DE TERRE VALLEY IN TH' LAST WAR!

I WUI ON MY WAY TO HEADQUARTERS FOR TH' CANNON REPORT 'N' A HUNDRED FEET O' SKIRMISH LINE.

-WHEN GENERAL RAINFALL ORDERED MAJOR HAIRCURL 'N' ME T' GATHER SOME EGGS OUTA SOME MACHINE GUN NESTS!

AFTER NIGHTFALL WE CREEP OVER TO TH' NESTS - 'N' WHADDAYAH SPOSE?

I DUNNO! WHAT?

NO EGGS THERE! THEY'D ALL SCRAMBLED!

SOME YOLK!

HOW 'BOUT SUNDAY?
DANGER IS THE DAILY DIET OF THOSE HUMAN DAREDEVILS WE CALL THE "STUNT MEN" — THOSE FEARLESS FELLOWS WHO RECKLESSLY STAKE THEIR VERY LIVES UPON THEIR STEELY NERVES! HAIR-BREADTH ESCAPES ARE THEIR STOCK IN TRADE, BREATH-TAKING HAZARDS HOLD NO TERRORS FOR THEM — UNTIL DEATH MYSTERIOUSLY HAITS THEIR GALLANT DEEDS!

THIS IS THE THRILLING STORY OF MEN WHO HAVE TO BE BRAVE FOR A PRICE... AND OF BATMAN AND ROBIN THE BOY WONDER, WHOSE BRAVERY COULDN'T BE BOUGHT... IN THESE ADVENTURES OF —

"THEY THRILL TO CONQUER!"

UP THE SHEER FACE OF A SKYSCRAPER CLIMBS A "HUMAN FLY" TO DO HIS BIT FOR UNCLE SAM!
Thousands of watchers -- but only two, keen-eyed Bruce Wayne and his young ward, Dick Grayson, see --

There -- on the floor just above the "Human Fly"!

I see them, Bruce! Two of them! One has a gun!

-- A sinister glint of light from a shaded window!

Only a telltale flash -- but sufficient to transform Bruce Wayne into his other self, the Batman!

That's our answer, Dick! There's death behind that shade!

Okay -- I'll do my part!

Abruptly... a treacherous salvo of hot lead!

The Batman!

Get him! I can't reach him with the juice!

Twenty stories above the gaping thousands, the crime nemesis snags a silken cord across the gulf of space...

Across the dizzy chasm inches the acro-batman...

Good! Now for an act that's not on the program.

Halfway across -- and not a peep out of them... I wonder...

Out of the crime-fighter's belt flashes a strange weapon -- a pocket-mirror!

Steady there, man! Never mind them! Just hang on!
INCH BY INCH -- AND AGAIN THE GUN ROARS!

Almost, my friend -- but -- not -- quite!

AND CHEATED DEATH SMashes ITS TEETH!

HOLD IT! HOLD IT! ATTABOY! Now just a couple more steps....

THERE--THAT GOT HIM!

MEANWHILE, ON THE FLOOR BELOW....

YOU MISSED HIM -- AND HE'S GOT FORD! WAIT'LL THE CHIEF HEARS THIS!

AW, I COULDN'T SEE, TELL YER, DUKE. HE SHONE A LIGHT RIGHT IN MY EYES.

THE DOOR TO ESCAPE--BUT THROUGH IT VAULTS ROBIN THE BOY WONDER!

MUSTN'T CROSS AGAINST THE LIGHT, OLD TOP!

SPLIT SECONDS LATER, BATMAN FACES A GROGGY ROBIN...

NEXT! SORRY TO KEEP YOU WAITING!

OKAY, YOU WANT IT SO BAD -- TAKE IT!

THAT WAS TOO CLOSE FOR COMFORT, ROBIN! THAT GUN HAD BEEN REAL INSTEAD OF A TOY.

IT WOULD HAVE BEEN BETTER IF I'D BEEN ANNOYED... THE ROOM IS FULL OF FLAMES!

AHH... TOTING AROUND WITH THEM, ISN'T IT?
This devilish gun is no toy! All they had to do was shoot its load of ammonia gas in my face and I'd pitch down to the street! Everyone would consider it another accidental death--like these...

Out of Ford's pocket come three newspaper clippings:

Movie stunt man takes last ride
Daredevil Daily dies in parachute jump!

Noted aerial clown makes fatal leap.

Motor Matt meets death in race!

Those weren't accidents, Batman. They were murders! Someone is forcing us stunt men to buy protection. Those three wouldn't pay--so they died! I'm next!

But why didn't you pay--rather than be killed?

I can't afford to pay! I'm one of the flying Fords. Remember us? There were three of us--me and Nan and young Tom. He's just about Robin's age...

Little Tommy was a great performer, but we didn't let him do anything dangerous--just going up with us and taking easy swings.

"Until that day when my gear broke, I was falling straight for a big animal wagon. Tom saw what was coming and dived at the rope."

"That checked me so that I missed the wagon--but Tom landed in the arena in a heap. He crushed his spine--and he's never walked since!"

"Oh, Tommy! Darling!"

"Tommy needs an operation that will cost thousands of dollars. That's why I take these dangerous jobs and why I won't pay those crooks!"

"Don't worry, you won't need to!"

"I've got it, Dad!"
Two nights later, the huge Gotham Garden is thronged with spectators... But backstage...

I don't get this. Fords all get to do his act, so why are we here?

Just a hunch, Robin!

Come on, snap out of it, Ford! I be a man!

It's no use, Batman! I can't go on! They'll kill me out there! Joe Kirk will have to get someone else! I'll-- I'll kill myself!

Sorry, but I can't let you do that!

Poor Chad! He's lost his nerve!

But the show must go on! And so, a few minutes later...

--- A STUPENDOUS SURPRISE! ---

Due to the sudden illness of fearless Ford, his place in the death-defying stunt will be taken by-- THE BATMAN!

Drums roll as the Batman rocks his perilous perch to and fro, tempting fate!

Roar, lions, roar! Man has invaded your den and defies you!

Now's the time for those killers to attack!

Farther and farther off balance with each hazardous tilt seesaws the Batman!

But how? And from where?
High up inside the arena, the boy wonder suddenly glimpses a key to the answer!

That face—That's the gent who gave me the ammonia bath! Better keep an eye on him!

High up toward the roof of the mammoth auditorium the prowler leads!

A control booth! But you mustn't get out of control, brother.
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You want another barrel, eh? Take a look down below, smart guy!

Too bad you don't have another barrel of ammonia to empty in my face!

Too late! The Tight-Drawn rope springs the trap!

Down hurtles the fiendishly timed missile...

And the savage beasts close in for the kill!

So that's the game—tag with the lions, and I'm it!

Too bad Frank Buck isn't here—maybe he could bring me back alive out of this!
THE BATMAN'S STILL ON HIS FEET! IF ONLY I CAN REACH HIM BEFORE HE GOES DOWN!

RAZOR SHARP CLAWS SLASH AT THE COMET-FIGHTER, MISSING HIM BY AN EYELASH...
NOT THAT TIME, LEO! BUT I'M AFRAID YOU'RE TEACHING YOUR PALS BAD HABITS!

THE ODDS ARE GREAT! THE GIANT CATS CLOSE IN--WHEN SUDDENLY--
HERE KITTY!
GOOD BOY!

THANKS FOR THE LIFT, PAL!
GOTTA DOUBLE UP THESE DAYS TO SAVE RUBBER!

LAST STOP!
THIS IS LOTS FARTHER THAN I EXPECTED TO COME, CONDUCTOR!

AND WHILE THOUSANDS CHEER THE DYNAMIC DUO, A SHAMEFACED FORD STARES MISERABLY!

TOMMY! THAT MIGHT HAVE BEEN TOMMY! BUT IT WASN'T--AND IT CAN NEVER BE--BECAUSE HIS FATHER'S A YELLOW COWARD!

THE FOLLOWING MORNING...

BUT HOW CAN WE HELP FORD IF HE REFUSES TO MAKE ANY MORE APPEARANCES?
I HAVE IT! IT'S TIME BRUCE WAYNE DID SOMETHING FOR CHARITY. LISTEN...

I WANT TO HELP FORD ALONG. I'LL PAY HIM $300 IF HE APPEARS AT MY CHARITY BAZAAR!
$300! WIZARD THAT'S A PRICE FORD WON'T BE ABLE TO RESIST! HE'LL BE THERE!
The afternoon of the gala fete at Bruce Wayne's estate—and Bruce calls on his star performer...

Ready, Ford? Your stunts on next!

No, Mr. Wayne—I've changed my mind! I thought I'd get my nerve back—but I can't! I'm afraid I'll crash if I drive that car!

Sorry, Mr. Wayne... But I'm all washed up! I'll never have the nerve to stunt again... Good-bye!

Well, can't disappoint the crowd. Besides, there's nothing like a brisk little ride to keep a fellow fit! Don't think anyone will be able to recognize me behind these goggles!

Outside, the announcer goes into his spiel...

And now, ladies and gentlemen, that intrepid daredevil, fearless Ford, in his spectacular loop-the-loop into inferno! Okay, fearless.

Okay, fearlessness! And off rocket the Batman at bullet speed through the heart of danger.

Split seconds later, at the crest of that perilous loop, Batman spies sudden death ahead.

A truck! I can't possibly miss it! So I'm to roast in that blazing oven!

The trap that waits—an abandoned truck!

Too late to shiver from that death-studded course—and ahead lies a head-on collision or flaming doom!
A feat that only legs muscles of coiled steel could perform!

--Enough to reach that window!

And once again death's chill fingers snatch for the Batman in vain!

The inhuman monsters! That truck must have been loaded with gasoline to seal Ford's doom!

Yea, Fearless! Hurray for Fearless Ford!

Yea, Ford!

And fearless Ford? Alone in the shadows he watches his hollow triumph...

Dead--that's what I would be now! Blown to bits! No man could have escaped--no man but the Batman! And I'm no Batman....

That triumph brings swift consequences!

GREAT WORK, FORD! I've another date for you already! SATURDAY--A high dive at the fairgrounds--for big dough!

Okay--you're the boss, Kirk!

GREAT show you put on for us today, Bruce! I wonder what you would have done if I didn't sponsor it?

Wouldn't you think Bruce Wayne would have done something like Ford's act instead of only sponsoring it?

Bruce Wayne! My dear, he couldn't be bothered!
The night before the fair--two cloaked figures glide softly over the grounds!

Two attempts on Ford's life have failed...tomorrow the killers will have a fine chance at him!

And as usual, while he's at work--to make his death seem accidental!

Look at that furrrow! Some-ones been digging here!

Just as I expected...clever job--the ground is hardly disturbed--but let's see where that paint trail leads us....

Opening day at the fair...and once again a disguised Batman prepares to thrill thousands...

And "Fearless Ford" plunges--just as a mighty explosion rocks the fairgrounds!

Hell never do it...I don't want to watch him!...hell kill himself!

Boom!

And now...the great Fearless Ford will plunge 180 feet into less than three feet of water!

Stunned silence--until suddenly a shrill shriek sounds "Fords" requiem!

Ben! Oh, Ben!

Daddy!

But the real Fearless Ford is far from death!

Nan! Tommy! They think I'm dead! But it's the Batman who took my place! He's dead!!!
Meanwhile, on the almost deserted midway the roar of the explosion catapults Robin into strange action...

COMING ON, FOOLS--KNOCK 'EM DOWN!
WIN A PRIZE!
GLAD TO OBSESE!

NO FAIR PRACTISING ON THE CUSTOMERS!

TRY YOUR SKILL AT BALLS 10¢

THE CURTAIN AT THE REAR OF THE BOOTH IS ROBIN'S GOAL--THE END OF THE RAFT DIGGING TRAIL FROM THE DIVING TANK!

TWO DOWN--AND THE PRIZE CUBBY TO BE BACK HERE--KILLER KIRK!

WAITING FOR YOU, YOUNGSTER? I GOT YOUR BOTTLES ALL READY!

OUT ON THE FIELD, THE BOMB CRATER YIELDS AN AMAZING SURPRISE!

THAT'S NO BODY--IT'S A DUMMY!
JUST A MECHANICAL CONTRACTION BUT IT FooLED ME!

AND FROM THE TOWER OVERHEAD SUDDENLY SPRINGS THE BATMAN!

LOOK OUT!

THAT'S THE BATMAN!

BUT JOE KIRK HAS REACHED HIS GOAL!

GET HIM, ROBIN!

I'M TAKING THIS BUS--AND I TRAVEL ALONE!

BETTER TEACH THAT GROAT SOME MANNERS, BATMAN! I AIN'T GOT TIME!
THE ROCKET TO MARS, THE DARING "HUMAN CANNONBALL" STUNT THAT IS THE YEARS SENSATIONAL THRILLER!

What about the shock—but and the parachute? You can’t risk it without them!

Gone! We’ll never get him now!

The Mars Rocket! It’s our only chance!

No time for that, Robin! Send me up!

A lever is pulled... flame and sparks gush from the rocket tubes... and then...

Tiny human bullet streaks through the vast expanse of sky!

So this is how the bullet feels when it hits the bull’s-eye!

You’re having company, Kirk! Open up!

Sky-high in the clouds the grim battle rages...

You've not taking me, Batman! You've got to!

Want to bet on that?

And the unguided plane dances a mad rigadoon!
G Арктический партнерство — означает действие для другого!

Эта страна! Двери были закрыты — никто не знал, что мы покинули Бэтмена здесь!

Скорей всего, Бэтплейн перехватил своего насмешника, пока смельчак видел его отражение в зеркале... и не отдал какое-то последнее картс — не может помочь Бэтмен...

И скажу вам: Хорошо, будет хватать и тогда, когда вы перекроете смерть!... и Бэтмен спасает!
GAGS

Have the picture end by the tree!

-So, never mind—I think the soup is fine!

What's the idea? I invited company over for tonight!

Honest Injun!

Ugh! Is much true that super-big 96-page World's Finest Comics is World's finest buy! Has in it Superman and Batman both—and much others! Catchum also all stories brand-new—no cheatum public with reprints!

Now on sale!
ED SWAIN sauntered through the busy city room, with its clicking typewriters and chattering teletype machines providing noisy accompaniment. Copy boys scurried about the room, snatching stories handed them by reporters and rewrite men. There was an air of a big story breaking and it is a feeling only a newspaperman can fully appreciate. But part of it communicated itself to Ed Swain because, as crack detective on the Homicide Squad, his work brought him in contact with reporters.

And especially one reporter.

Female.

Her name was Jane Winters and she was star sob sister on the Blade.

Lately, Swain had taken to worrying about Jane. He had never figured she'd turn out to be a swell crime reporter. But within twelve weeks, she had been turning out sensational stuff on the underworld, breaking stories even the stooles couldn't bring in. And now here she was mixed up with Fats Martin, against whom a murder rap was pending.

Swain scowled, thinking of this. The indictment had been handed down today. Already, Fats was out on bail. Serenely, he had called the press into the sumptuous realty office he maintained—actually the police knew it to be a bookmaking establishment—and promised a breath-taking revelation at the time of his trial.

"I'm being persecuted," he had said. "I'm just an honest business man. But the Mayor of this town is out to get me. I'm just waiting to get on that stand. You boys tell your readers that."

And the papers were doing it. Worried, wondering what fate Fats might have, the Mayor had called the Commissioner, who in turn called the Chief Inspector and down the line it went until the order was dropped on Ed Swain's desk.

"Find out what Fats intends to do."

Morosely, Swain looked at the headline on the freshly-printed paper dropped hurriedly on Jane's desk by a copy boy. MARTIN PROMISES SURPRISE!

"So!" Swain dropped the paper as he heard Jane's voice. Poised, her face flushed, she stood there, her eyes dancing.

"Don't tell me," she said, "that the police department is getting its information from the Blade now?"

She smiled. "It's tough enough when its crack detective decides maybe he'd better learn something about being a fireman, just in case."

Swain flushed. He didn't mind being kidded about the off-time he spent with the Auxiliary Fire Corps. He had thought it a good idea, in war time, to learn something about fighting fires. Never know when it would come in handy. But Jane didn't have to keep rubbing it in.

"Well, maybe I did come up for some information. What's Martin going to spring? It's got to be good because the Grand Jury is rushing the trial for next week. Something tells me the good citizens in this town are pretty tired of his murdering."

"Now, now," Jane jested. "You, as a police officer, should know you oughtn't to accuse a man without evidence."

"That job was evidence enough for me," Swain growled. "Only his mob kills a guy the way we found the victim." He paused, looked at Jane. "Hey, where you going in such a hurry? I thought maybe you'd have dinner with me?"

"Sorry," Jane applied the final touch of lipstick. "But I'm combining business with social life. Tonight, I'm dining with Fats at the Blue Penguin." She waved a parting hand at Ed Swain. "See you later."

"Yeah," Swain muttered. "And you will. I'll be at the Blue Penguin, too. I'd love to sock that guy. I just wish they'd give him to me. He'd talk."

But it isn't done that way. Not always. Nor can a guy make promises to himself and keep them all. You see, Ed Swain had forgotten that on this evening, he was to put in two hours at the Auxiliary Fireman school and learn about riding a fire truck. One hour was all he could spare, conscientiously, and he gave it. He was really feeling sorry about losing a ride on the truck when he left the course to hurry to the Blue Penguin.

The night club, privately owned by Martin, was doing a brisk business. Swain glowered as he saw Jane, her arm hooked in Fats' pudgy arm, leave the dance floor. They were heading toward a large, flower-banked table, where some of Fats' friends were being feted. Jane, catching Swain's eye, waved to him, then said something to Fats. The monster's boisterous laugh resounded through the club.

He was still laughing when Swain came over. Whatever he had heard from Jane, had been told the rest of the table. They, too, were roaring. Martin wiped his fat face. "Ho—ho," he roared, pointing at Swain. "Here comes the fireman!"

He said: "I don't think that's so funny. But maybe you can dress it up for your paper. These guests would make a fine society column." His eyes darted swiftly by the table. There wasn't a man there who hadn't done time.

"Hey, wait a minute. Fats' voice welled up and his slitted eyes bored into Swain. "Never mind the cracks, copper. Nobody invited you." His huge arm went affectionately behind Jane's chair, and Swain withered.

"I got friends on papers," Fats said "And believe me, you can
tell your pal, the Mayor, that tomorrow the people of this town can start laughing at him, instead of waiting for the trial.

His thick lips worked into a smile of a thousand creases of corpulence. "This little lady has persuaded me to let her print my alibi!"

"Your alibi?" Swain echoed weakly. So that was what Fats had been holding up his sleeve! Swain felt disgusted. The Mayor should have figured that out himself. Swain could feel Fats slipping through the law's fingers. Of course the gangster would have a perfect alibi as usual.

"I should have expected it," Swain said, contemptuously. "You were just shooting off, looking for publicity. And the Mayor fell for it." He turned, intending to leave, but bumped into a small, nervous individual who was approaching the table.

It was Maxie Hart, Fats' lawyer. "Hello, Swain!" Maxie said. "Not making a pinch, are you?"

"Not him!" Fats guffawed. "I was just going to tell him that at 9:10, when that murdered man died—just like it said in the papers—Fats Martin was arguing with a fire truck that hit his car." His beady eyes glinted. "Yeah, Swain," Fats jeered. "I was in the neighborhood, okay. But it so happens that my chauffeur hears the fire engine siren and gets flustered. The engine hits my car and goes on. But the cop on the beat makes a note of the time. And I got my dented car, as well as the cop's word, to prove where I was!" He guffawed again, enjoying Swain's consternation. "So I think maybe I'll let this reporter, here, put the heat on the Mayor and you lugs tomorrow."

Swain was still thinking of this when he went outside. He knew Maxie's flare for the sensational, and now Fats had tipped off the lawyer's grandstand play. Swain sighed. There was nothing to do now but check on Fats' alibi, and tell the Commissioner.

At the firehouse, there was a record of the collision. It had taken place only a few blocks from where the murdered man had been found. The fireman had been called out on a false alarm. Warily, Swain closed the report, wondering the accident at 9:10. P. M. Martin was in the clear.

The night captain looked up from his desk. "What's up, Swain?"

The detective told him. "Yeah," the captain nodded. "I remember. I was right behind the hook and ladder when it hit the car. The truck wasn't going fast and the bell was ringing loud enough, I don't know how it happened to hit."

"The bell!" Swain said. "Did you say the bell was ringing?"

"Sure?" The captain's eyes mocked Swain's. "Say, weren't you paying attention to the lecture tonight? What did we tell you about fire apparatus and the noises they make when going to and from fires?"

Swain snapped his fingers. "Brother," he said, "you don't have to tell me. I've got this memorized forever." He rushed out of the firehouse.

Fats wasn't at the Blue Penguin. No one knew where he had gone. Outside, he stood indecisively plotting his next move. The doorman, who had abandoned his post to call a cab, walked back. There was a newie with him.

"Know where Fats went?" Swain asked the doorman.

The man grinned. "Now how would I know?" he asked. "Oh, pardon me." He rushed to open the door for a party.

"I saw Fats getting into a cab with a girl and a little guy," a voice said. "The little guy said something about going to his apartment."

Fifteen minutes later, he pressed the buzzer on Hart's door. The lawyer occupied a suite in a fashionable apartment house. Swain, leaning against the door, thought he heard the sounds of scuffling. But a moment later, Hart's surprised face appeared. "Swain! What—what do you want? I'm busy."

"So am I," Swain pushed him into the room. "I'm looking for Fats Martin. There's—"

Suddenly, a woman's scream sounded in the dim lit room. Swain went for his gun as he saw a flash of white shirt front detach itself from the shadows. A bullet whistled by him as he heard Hart's frightened cry. "Fats—no!"

Fats' heavy body struck the floor after the impact of Swain's bullet. "Get those lights on, Hart. Fast!" Swain grunted. His eyes widened as the room filled with light. Jane Winters, her face white, was rising from the floor, where Fats lay groaning, clutching his shoulder.

Jane ran to Swain. "Oh, Ed," she cried. "They were going to hold me until the trial to keep me from writing the story. Hart and Fats had a fight about it."

Swain glared at her as he picked up Fats' gun. "I told you to keep out of this kind of business," he said savagely. He motioned to Hart. "Call a doctor," he said. "I'm taking you and Fats in."

Hart had recovered his bravado. "You can't intimidate me, Swain," he said. "Until action is taken, Fats is still my client. And my office will see that he gets off. His alibi is perfect."

Swain wet his lips. "Sure, sure," he said. "And we're going to let Fats tell his story.

He grinned at Fats, who was staring at him. "It wasn't a bad alibi, Fats," he said. "Of course, just because the papers said the man was murdered at 9:10 doesn't mean the time was exact. It was approximately that. Might have been five, even ten minutes, one way or another. But you were pretty safe in figuring you could make contact with the fire engines that had responded to your false alarm. Sure enough, you hit the truck at 9:10.

"Sure," Swain said. "But you said you heard the siren? Remember? But you didn't know, Fats, that a fire truck only sounds a siren going to a fire? You hit the truck, coming back—and they always ring only the bells on a return trip!"
PAYMENTS?...BAH!
I'VE GIVEN THAT SET THREE YEARS' TRIAL AND THERE'S STILL TOO MUCH STATIC!!

TOODY-ONE
TOODY-ONE
TOODY-ONE

PICK ME UP, PUDGE.... THE NEXT ACCOUNT WILL BE A CINCH!!

WHAT MAKES YOU SO SURE OF THE NEXT ONE? IS HE A RELATIVE??

AND NOW- A WORD WITH OUR SPONSOR.

THE LAW OF AVERAGES IS ON MY SIDE.... THE BOOK OF INSTRUCTION SAYS THAT ONE MAN IN TWENTY IS HONEST..... AND I'VE ALREADY BEEN KICKED OUT OF NINETEEN PLACES TODAY!!

HERE WE ARE! WHAT DID THIS PROSPECT SIGN UP FOR?!

HE BOUGHT A PRINTING PRESS ON TIME IN 1936 AND SO FAR HASN'T MADE ANY PAYMENTS!!

I'M SORRY. MUST HAVE OVERLOOKED THE MATTER... I'LL MAKE A PAYMENT NOW... HAVE YOU CHANGE FOR A FIVE?

LEND ME A COUPLE OF BUCKS, PUDGE?

NICE GOING! I KNEW YOU HAD IT IN YOU, BILL!!

NOW WE CAN EAT!!
FOUR RASTRAM! SANDWICHES — SIX DOUBLE SCOOP MALTEDS — THAT WILL BE ONE SEVENTY!

SLIP HIM THE CHECK!

HUMM-MMM THIS BANK NOTE IS A PHONY!! ANYHOW WE ATE!

OUT YOU GO!

AND WE GAVE HIM CHANGE IN REAL DOUGH!!

WE'LL GO RIGHT BACK AND GET OUR MONEY!

S'NO USE! NO ANSWER!! LET'S TRY THE BACK DOOR!!

SOUNDS LIKE SOMEBODY IS WORKING IN THE CELLAR!!

SEE HERE!! — YOU SLIPPED US A SOUR BANK NOTE, AND YOU'LL BETTER MAKE GOOD, OR...

I'M SORRY!

THAT MUST HAVE BEEN A SECOND... TRY A FRESH ONE!!
Funnyboners

Have you got any nickle erasers?

Sorry, sir—we only carry the rubber kind!

Yes, dear! A letter just came for you. It's marked private and personal.

All I did was to ask her what it said.

This stationer store will move soon.

The big guy can't read and he got a love letter from his gal so he's makin' the little guy read it to him, but keep his ears covered so he can't hear it!

Philip Space says—folks usually groan when ya pull a pun 'cause they didn't think of it first.

What's ya hurry, Jipsum?

Gotta get the armless man's autograph before he puts his socks and shoes on.

Gasker—your handwriting is terrible! You'll have to learn to write better.

Oh, yeah?... and then you'll catch wise I can't spell.

To the circus...
B AT M AN

W ITH

R OBIN

BOB KANE

EVERY DAY, DAY IN AND DAY OUT... TWENTY-FOUR HOURS A DAY. HE'S ON THE JOB TO HELP ADVISE, CHAMPION THE WEAK, PUNISH THE WROKED. THIS TALE IS A DAY IN THE LIFE OF THE BATMAN... HIS BREATHING, SNATCHING EXPLOITS, AND TOO, ALL THOSE MANY PERSONAL INCIDENTS IN HIS DAILY LIFE ONE NEVER HEARS ABOUT... THAT PAINSTAKING ROUTINE THOSE SCIENTIFIC HABITS THAT GO TO MAKE THE BATMAN ALL HE IS... AND MORE. THE GIANT PSESS ROLL OUT AN EXTRA.. FOR THIS IS A NEWS-MAKING DAY IN GOTHAM CITY!!
At the city hall, the mayor lauds their man-hunting achievements. Never in history has there been such a record as this... 120 arrests... 18 convictions... to confessions...

The crowd listens in awe and almost disbelief to the long list of amazing facts: a banker... encountered and defeated the Joker six times, the Penguin, etc. etc.

I thought I was busy with my bank and stocks, but this beats me!

A housewife...

And I complain about preparing meals, cleaning house, ironing, getting Johnny off to school!

And a crook...

The way that guy gets around to show us guys in the clink, he must be quadruplets!

Even that hustling, bustling little dynamo of energy, the mayor, is astounded!

Jailed the Scarecrow... etc.

What a list! I'm Gotham City's busiest man... running to fires... but it seems impossible that a man and a mere boy can do as much as they do every day in the week!

Impossible? Maybe. But let's see! Let's take a day, any day... and spend it with the Batman and see how it is possible!
C'MON, KID! IT'S REVELLE! SHAKE THE DUST OUT OF YOUR EYES!

BIZZ... YEAH... SURE... BIZZ...

EVERY TIME I HIT THIS, I KEEP THINKING IT SHOULD BE THE JOKER'S FACE!

AND SO THE DAY BEGINS!

A BRISK WORKOUT IN THE GYM ALWAYS STARTS THE MORNING RIGHT!

THEN... A GOOD HEARTY BREAKFAST!

NOW I FEEL READY FOR ANYTHING! WHAT'S FIRST ON THE PROGRAM?

I WANT TO TEST THAT NEW WING PLACEMENT ON THE BATPLANE!

INTO THE AIR AS THE BATPLANE SPINS, TURNS, POWER-DIVES IN A SCURVING TEST THAT SOME DAY MAY SAVE THEIR LIVES!

THEN... BACK TO THE LABORATORY... FOR ANOTHER TYPE OF TEST...

FINE! THIS TEST SHOWS SHAVINGS OF IRON METAL WERE IN TRIGGER MARON'S POCKET!

THAT PROVES HIS GUILT! I'LL NOTIFY COMMISSIONER GORDON!

NEXT, DICK DRILLS BRUCE IN IDENTIFYING WANTED CRIMINALS... A DAILY ROUTINE THAT PRODUCES HIS AMAZING PHOTOGRAPHIC MEMORY!

"TRIGGER" DALY? NOW DON'T TELL ME... EYES SMALL, SHIFTY... NOSE FLAT... THIN LIPS... SCAR ON LEFT TEMPLE!

RIGHT!

OUT AGAIN, IN COSTUME... TO BUY AND HELP SELL WAR SAVINGS BONDS.

C'MON, FELLOW AMERICANS... EVERY BOND YOU BUY BLUNTS THE AX OF THE AXIS!

GIVE ME A HUNDRED DOLLARS' WORTH!

BUY A BOND AND BEAT THE BUND!
HOME AGAIN... AND HOMEWORK...

OKAY, ROBIN... DO YOUR LESSONS AND SOME DAY YOU MAY BE PRESIDENT!

YOU'RE GOING TO WORK ON YOUR BOOK AGAIN. EH? WHAT'S THE TITLE?

"OBSERVATIONS ON CRIME!... A FILE OF MY CASES WITH NOTES ON THE PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF CRIME!"

AND THE PROCEEDS GO TO THE RED CROSS, EH? SWELL! BUT WHY THE WORRIED LOOK?

I'M STUCK! I CAN'T GET AN IDEA FOR THE LAST CHAPTER... AND THE PUBLISHER'S DEADLINE IS MONDAY! IF I COULD ONLY THINK OF SOMETHING!

NOT A GLIMMER! WHAT I NEED IS A CASE TO WRITE ABOUT. MAYBE COMMISSIONER GORDON HAS ONE FOR ME. COMING, ROBIN?

MINUTES LATER, AN BIRD CRAFT STEERS FROM A SECRET HANGAR INTO THE AFTERNOON SKY... THE BATPLANE!

SAY, MAYBE YOU WON'T HAVE TO GO TO GOTHAM CITY FOR THAT CASE!

WHY NOT, ROBIN?

BECAUSE THERE'S A ROBBERY GOING ON DOWN THERE!
Down swoops the Batplane to hover motionless above the building!

Through the jewelry store's skylight crash the twin crime-crackers!

T-The Batman and Robin!

The boss'll give a bonus to the guy that plugs 'em!

Eager fingers tug at triggers... and four guns belch flame and lead...

I've switched on the stabilizers, so let's go get 'em!

But the acrobat Batman and Robin whip into a split-instant plunge...

Low bridge, Robin!

...and slam into the massed thugs!

The crackle of gunfire is replaced by the crack of fists against bone!

Gotta do something about this!
A Sudden Plop and... Tear Gas...

Cough! Cough!

C'Mon, let's get these rocks to the boss!

Cough!

Haw! Tear gas can't hurt us... with these chemically treated handkerchiefs on!

(Cough) Robin... quick... (cough)... to the Batplane!

(Cough) Robin...

Well, why don't we go down and stop their getaway truck?

Not yet! I want them to lead us to their boss... so we'll follow them... our own way!

Like a giant bird, the winged shape pursues its human prey!

Motor roaring, the Batplane power-dives at the Bandit Truck!

Okay, Robin, let's dive-bomb 'em!

And as the Bat-shaped craft pulls out, small hurled capsules splash open!

Z...O...O...M

Splat! Splat!

And so the Bandits' truck speeds away... as tiny drops of liquid roll off its surface and splatter the streets!

But in the Batplane...

Okay, Robin... on with our infra-red glasses!

They got cold feet... okay, now we can put the sign outside!

Ha! We scared them off! They're flying away!
And... miracle of science... seen thru the infra-red lines, the chemically treated liquid grows weirdly!

Pretty easy to trail them now without the bandits' knowledge!

Some time later, the trail ends at an outdoor sculpture show!

That's the truck! They probably stuck a sign on it on the way! Call the police on our radio, Robin!

Sculpture exhibit

Art supplies

Four indignant men are taken into custody!

Nothing in the truck but art supplies, Sarge!

Sure! That's our business... a legitimate one! We're not robbers!

This is Mr. Hoppe, the art connoisseur he says these men are okay!

Yes, we buy materials from them because their prices are low!

If the jewels aren't in the truck, they must be in the sculpture exhibit!

Some time later... an old couple joins the sculpture show's spectators!

My, how gigantic! Tell me, sir, why did you make those eyes so large and so deep?

This piece represents an Indian hypnotist, and it symbolizes his deep hypnotic eyes!

Everyone here seems to be a genuinely fine sculptor... to judge by these pieces!

Nothing phoney about them! Maybe this isn't the jewel cache after all!

Yes... these two are none other than Batman and Robin in disguise!

What's up?

When I stood here a minute ago, it seemed as if the eyes in that statue looked alive! There! See it!

The Batman watches with awe... for the deep eyes of the Titanic statue blaze... with an unearthly hypnotic light!
Abruptly... disguises are discarded... and the dynamic duo springs forward...!

You... you'll never get them!

What'll you bet?

Suddenly lead whines, smacks into stone, and sends the chips biting into the duo's faces!

I had a hunch we shoulda come back! Two of you guys climb up the ladder and blast the Batman off there!

Even as the bandits scramble up ladders, the Batman dives from his perch...

Yes... we've come back for the jewels!

... and slams into a trigger-mad thug!

While young Robin tries to keep crime from the world!

Keep 'em flying!

You're one guy who has no place on here!
Then...the wail of a police siren!

Cops! This is no place for us! Come, let's beat it!

But already Robin rides a scaffold ladder that arcs down...

The police take over...

Our sculptor friend was using this show as a hideout for stolen gems. His men posed as art supply dealers.

But where are the gems?

High atop a scaffold, the Batman reaches into the stone Indian's eyes, and...

And snakes the hoodlums while he breaks his fall with an old circus stunt!

The jewels!

When I saw the statue's eyes blaze with light, I realized then that only jewels hidden in the eyes could cause that sparkle...when they were struck by sunlight!

Gentlemen, the sculpture show is sponsored by a conservative patron. This unfavorable publicity would put us in a bad light...he might withdraw his support!

Don't worry. I'll see that this is kept out of the papers!

Later, in the Batmobile...

Well, now you can write this story up for the last chapter of your book!

No, Robin...it would hurt the honest sculptors and the show. Their art must be protected! But...now we've a date at a hospital!

Don't think the day is over yet...this is only the beginning, folks...only the beginning!
At a hospital for children who are victims of infantile paralysis, Batman and Robin put on a show!

"Gee! Looka that! I wish I could do that!"

Afterwards... autographs for all!

"To our dear friend, Frankie. Sincerely, Batman and Robin." Gee Whiz! Golly!

Kids... almost nine o'clock... and homeward bound...

Gosh, I'm glad we made those kids a little happy! They sure are a brave bunch, grinning in spite of everything!

Yes, and if people continue to give to the March of Dimes... some day those kids will be able to walk like other children!

Then... straight ahead...

"Say, look at that crowd! Wonder what's up?"

What's up? A would-be suicide on a high building ledge!

A policeman vainly coaxes the girl to abandon her death plunge...

Now... why don't you come inside? You'll catch a cold out there!

The dynamic duo races to the roof of an adjoining building!

She's getting ready to jump!

Look, she'll kill herself!

Don't do it!

We've got to stop that girl! See that flagpole jutting out there?

I get you... but the stunt is a long shot. I'd better tell the policeman to keep talking to occupy her!

"Stop! If you come out, I'll jump! I swear it! I'll jump!"
A lasso loops into place... and the Batman defies death to save a life!

Here goes nothing!

...And as the policeman holds the girl's attention...

Look... we've got a movie star in here who wants to meet you. He's waiting!

You're trying to trick me! Get inside or I'll jump!

The Batman's arm closes like a steel clamp on the girl and sweeps her off the ledge!

The Batman made it!

He's got her!

A minute ago you were all set to jump, and now... just like a woman to change her mind.

EEEIEE! Hold me! I'll fall! I don't want to die!

Later... after the girl rests on safe ground...

You're okay now! I hope you're not thinking of trying that jump again!

N-no! I think I'd rather live! I'd like to go back to my room now!

When the girl leaves...

Bandits... raided the bank down the street a few minutes ago! Shot the guard... he's dying, but he spotted the leader... "Heist" Andrews!

What?

Maybe that girl was scared when you saved her... because she didn't intend to jump?

Perhaps it was an act to draw the cops away from the bank... "Heist" Andrews... hmm?
Back at her room, the girl receives a call...

Hello? Oh, it's you, "Heist"... how did it go?

Okay! You were swell! We made a big haul! I'm gonna cut you in for a big share!

But the caller... is the Batman, imitating the voice of "Heist" Andrews?

Okay! We're at the hideout! Come now if you want your share!

Margie! What are you doing here?

Why... you just called me--you told me to come out!

Into the bandits' lair... the hard-hitting team!

Plug 'em! Feed 'em lead!

Screaming slugs ricochet off Robin's improvised shield...

...and the gent wins a cigar!

Sorry, but... this is where I dig in...

...and then a shield becomes a weapon!
The hurricane action of the typhoon team panics the hoodlums and...

Make way for a guy what's in a hurry!

But the word "escape" is knocked right out of the thug's vocabulary!

Ashes to ashes...

One sides!

Later... at the jail, a thug makes a shameful plea...

Look! My mom's pretty sick... she ain't wise I'm a crook... if she keeps on thinking about it, the shock will kill her!

From now on, "heist"... you're going to be singing the "prisoner's song." And it won't be a solo, either!

All right... for your mother's sake, we'll keep this out of the papers.

Oh-h-h! There goes my last chapter again!

Right behind you, pal!

Still later... home again for the crime-fighters...

Too bad you can't write that story up? What about you last chapter now?

I've got it! Why don't you stop being so modest and write about our day... our morning workout... experiments... experiments...

I think I'll call the chapter... "Aron the Clock with Batman and Robin!"

Dick... you're a life-saver. I think I'll call the chapter... "Aron the Clock with Batman and Robin!"

And so to bed!

And so ends a typical day with Batman and Robin... but... shh! Let's not talk so loud. We might wake them! They are getting a good sleep! Don't you think they deserve it?
A SPECIAL MESSAGE TO THE BOYS AND GIRLS OF AMERICA FROM HENRY MORGENTHAU, JR.
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY

Boys and Girls of America:

Here's a way for every one of you to help your country.

Every time you buy a Savings Stamp you are helping Uncle Sam to pay for a part of a gun, plane or ship which your fathers, brothers or uncles are using for the defense of our country.

If every one of you forty million boys and girls would buy at least one ten-cent Savings Stamp every week, you would be lending your Uncle Sam two hundred million dollars every year. Think of all the guns, planes and ships he could buy with that!

Remember, you can help to "Keep 'em Flying" by buying a Defense Stamp every week.

Sincerely,

Henry Morgenthau Jr.
PRESENTING
the New DAISY
DEFENDER

1000-SHOT
MILITARY
MODEL

Daisy proudly announces
the wonderful new DAISY
DEFENDER...1000-shot
Military Style air rifle every
boy wants! And—the safest air rifle in
the world. Cock the DEFENDER
—that Special Bolt Action automatically
locks trigger “On Safety.” You
must release the Safety Bolt before you
can shoot. This new DAISY DEFENDER
looks, feels, handles like a real Army rifle. The
36-inch military gun sling is adjustable. Use
it to carry gun slung on shoulder or across back,
leaving both hands free—also to steady your aim
in firing. The Elevation-Windage Adjusters on Rear
Sight permit movement of sight to left or right and up
or down—to compensate for cross-winds and control the
trajectory of your shots. The OVAL stock is strictly Army
style as is the full-length wooden fore-end. But—get your own
Daisy Defender and see for yourself! Buy it at your nearest
hardware, sports goods or department store. If your Dealer
hasn’t it, or no Dealer is near, send us only $5.00—we’ll rush
your DEFENDER to you post-paid! (Duty added in Canada.)

FREE! Send post card for Daisy Air
Rifle Catalog and Boy’s Manual
of Arms (military drills, com-
mands, shooting positions, etc.)
—both sent FREE. Write now!

Get the Famous
RED RYDER
Saddle CARBINE

If you can’t get a Daisy Defender, join the hundreds of thousands of
boys who own the RED RYDER Cowboy Carbine—the most popular
Daisy in history! Features: Husky Carbine Band—Genuine Western
Carbine Ring—16-Inch Leather Thong knotted to Ring—Carbine Style
Fore-piece—Lightning-Loader—RED RYDER’S picture, signature and
Horse “Thunder” branded on Pistol Grip Stock. At your Dealer’s, or
send us $3 and we’ll mail CARBINE postpaid! (Duty added in Canada.)

BE PATRIOTIC! BUY DEFENSE STAMPS! LEARN TO SHOOT STRAIGHT WITH
DAISY AIR RIFLES

DAISY MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 9312 UNION ST., DEPT. 2, PLYMOUTH, MICH., U. S. A.